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Essential Question

How should I develop and validate my 
final evaluation ratings? 



A Set of Arguments

A final evaluation is essentially a set of claims 
about a teacher’s practice in relation to specific 
criteria, backed by evidence and arranged into a 

well-supported argument.



Default Rating: “Proficient”



Branching Out from “Proficient”

• Use informal walkthroughs + formal observations

• Continue to gather information & check your hunches

• Document above-proficient practice for recognition

• Document below-proficient practice with multiple 
observations

• Pareto Principle: Most people are proficient in most criteria—
don’t put too much time into proving the obvious



The GSIR Model—Generalization,
Specifics, Impact, Rating

• Generalization about the teacher’s practice in a specific area

• Specific evidence & examples supporting the generalization

• Impact of this practice on relevant outcomes

• Rating in specific area of practice

Based on Jon Saphier’s CEIJ—Claim, Evidence, Interpretation, Judgment
and the CER—Claim, Evidence, Reasoning—model from NGSS



Key GSIR Phrases

• Generalization: “Is characterized by…”
• Specifics: “For example, on…”

• Impact: ”As a result…”
• Rating: “Therefore, _’s practice in domain _ is 

best described as Level _.”





Blunt Rough Draft: 
Mr. Johnson

“Mr. Johnson’s class is incredibly boring; he just lectures
all the time. The stronger students take notes and do well on 
tests, but too many students fail or get bad grades because 
they don’t have the study skills or motivation to succeed in this 
kind of class. He blames them for not being interested in his 
boring lessons, and resists ways to update his teaching.”



Revised Claim: 
Mr. Johnson

“Mr. Johnson’s instruction is characterized by heavy reliance
on lecture, displaying a minimal understanding of how students 
learn.* Student learning activities consist primarily of 
notetaking, completing worksheets, and taking paper-and-
pencil quizzes, offering little variety or active intellectual 
engagement.**”

* Danielson 1b, Demonstrating Knowledge of Students, Unsatisfactory column
**Danielson 1e, Designing Coherent Instruction, Unsatisfactory column



Blunt Rough Draft: 
Ms. Wilson

“Ms. Wilson is crazy. Her room is a mess, her lesson plans
make no sense, she’s arbitrary, and students never seem to 
know what’s going on. Honestly, they seem afraid of her. She 
can talk a good game when I ask her about her lesson plans—
she knows her stuff—but she’s not getting it done. She’s 
sending more students to the office than anyone else, and
parents are complaining about confusing and inconsistent 
homework.”



Revised Claim: 
Ms. Wilson

“Ms. Wilson’s classroom environment is characterized by
unpredictability, and her interactions with students are 
frequently negative and sarcastic in tone.* Her lesson plans 
specify activities, but not outcomes reflecting important 
learning targets aligned with state standards.** She often scolds 
students for being off-task, and treats confusion as an act of 
defiance.”

* Danielson 2a, Creating an Environment of Respect & Rapport, Unsatisfactory column
**Danielson 1c, Setting Instructional Outcomes, Unsatisfactory column



Evaluation Organizer: Buckets

PrincipalCenter.com/eval



Customize Your Buckets



Assign Proficient Teachers
To Specific Buckets (Provisional)



PrincipalCenter.com/builder



Takeaways

• Don’t wait until the end of the year to articulate 
a claim about each teacher’s performance
• Keep these draft arguments to yourself for now
• Test them against the evidence
• Use the Bucket Strategy & spreadsheet
• Continue to collect evidence

• Revise as needed
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